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Kerala backwaters are simply irresistible. The inviting greenery, alluring attractions and the
scintillating natural beauty all make Kerala the most visit destination of lifetime. It is the must visit
state in Kerala as the backwater entire thousands and hundreds of tourists from across the nook
and corner of the globe.

Kerala tourism is globally famous and most of the credit goes to the backwater, which is endowed
with the sheer glory and charm that is truly inviting and alluring. There are so many interesting
backwater and all are incredibly beautiful. The charm of the backwater and the alluring natural
beauty all make the backwater of Kerala more unique and special attractions.

Well due to its uniqueness and the charm the BBC have tagged as â€œIt is the Must Enjoy Journey of
Lifetimeâ€•. To enjoy the journey over the vast backwaters, one has book the room in the houseboat in
Kerala. The houseboats of Kerala are of various rooms and all are incredibly beautiful and alluring.
It is well organised and the rooms are well facilitated with luxury and comfort.

Houseboats are made of wooden planks using the eco-friendly materials most of the planks
abstracted from the â€œAnjili treesâ€•. Built from one bedroom houseboat to two bedroom, three and four
bedroom houseboat, the floating luxury hotels offer incredible opportunity for the tourists to enjoy
mesmerising cruise over the houseboats. The slow moving houseboat enters to the glory of the
nature and offer scintillating and mesmerising view that captures the heart, mind and soul of the
tourists.

The Kerala backwaters are the inter connected chain of brackish lagoons, lakes and 44 rives lying
parallel to the Arabian Sea. The houseboats moving over the backwaters of Kerala offer the
magnetic view of the glory of the nature, alluring sunset view and more importantly the vast paddy
fields tossing with the cool breeze coming from the hills and the sea. So if you are really interested
in enjoying the glory of the nature or the journey of lifetime as tagged by BBC, just book one cozy
and comfort room in the houseboat in Kerala with immense pleasure and delight.

Kerala has so many alluring tourism attractions and all are incredibly beautiful and alluring. Some of
the enticing and alluring backwater destinations of Kerala are Kumarakom, Kasargod, Kollam,
Kuttanad and Alleppey. These are the few backwater destinations in Kerala which are visited by
tourists from across the world for houseboat tours.

The houseboats are also booked for honeymoon tours as it provides solitude ambiance as well as
all the luxury and comfort where couples can share the moments of glory with immense pleasure
and delights. So if you want to give a perfect surprise to your beloved, Kerala is the perfect place to
enjoy and cherish.

So choose the perfect holidaying backwater destination and enjoy ultimate tour over the backwater
staying in the exotic and tailor made houseboats Kerala. You will find so many tailors made
Alleppey houseboats along the bank of the backwater, houseboats in Kumarakom, Kuttanad and
Kasargod. Just choose one and enjoy ultimate vacation with incredible experiences of lifetime.
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